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ON THE FAILURE OF THE FIRST PRINCIPLE OF

SEPARATION FOR COANALYTIC SETS *

ASHOK MAITRA

ABSTRACT. In this note we present a new example of a pair of disjoint

coanalytic sets which are not Borel separable, i.e., coanalytic sets D and

H such that DO H = 0 and such that there is no Borel set E for which D

C   E  and  EC\H = 0  .

1. There are in the literature several proofs of the existence of a pair

of disjoint coanalytic sets which are not Borel separable [3, pp. 220, 260,

263], [A, p. 25], [51.   In this note we present yet another proof.   We show

that Blackwell's construction in [l] of a Borel set which does not admit a

Borel uniformization yields explicitly a pair of disjoint coanalytic sets

which are not Borel separable.

2. First, we briefly recall Blackwell's construction.   Let   U   be the

set of all finite sequences of positive integers of positive length.   Let X

be the power-set of  U. Identify  X  with   2Uand endow  X with the prod-

uct of discrete topologies, so that X is a homeomorph of the Cantor set.

With each x £ X,  associate a game  G{x) between players   a and  ß as fol-

lows:   the players alternately choose positive integers,   a choosing first,

each choice being made with complete information about all previous choices.

For any play u> = {nl, n2, • • • ), let  k(ùi)  be the first  i  such that

(n,, «2 , ••■, w¿) ix, and let  k{a>) = 00 if  («,, «2, • • • > n/) £ x for all  i.   A

play co is a win for  a in  G{x) just in case  k{oj) is even, it is a win for ß

if k{a>) is odd, and it is a draw if  k{oj) = <*>.   In any game  G{x), the space

Y.  of strategies for a can be identified with the set NN of (infinite) se-

quences of positive integers, which we equip with the product of discrete
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topologies.   A similar remark applies to the space   Y2  of strategies for  ß.

Let  y be the disjoint union of  Yj and  Y/ and give  Y the union topology,

so that  Y  is a homeomorph of  N   .   Finally, let  B    be the set of (x, y) £

X x Y,   such that y  ensures   a at least a draw in  G{x), and let  B, be the

set of  {x, y)   £ XxY,  such that y ensures  ß at least a draw in  G(x).

Then, Blackwell has proved that

(i)   B., B, are Borel subsets of X x Y (indeed, B,, B2 ate closed

subsets of XxY);

(ii)   77(6 j UB,)= X,  where  n denotes projection of  X x Y  to  X;

(iii)   with each x £ X, it is possible to associate  x   e X and an ordered

pair (A,, A A of nonempty analytic subsets of X in such a way that

(a) G(x') is a win for a if x e A. — A ,,1 v

(b) G(x') is a win for /3 if x e A 2 - A j,

(c) the mapping  x —► x    is Borel measurable, and

(d) for every ordered pair (A,, A/) of nonempty analytic subsets of X,

there is x e X such that  {A., A A is associated with x.

We shall say that "x codes   (Aj, A2)"   in case   (A j , A¿) is associated

with x.

3.  We are now ready to state our example.   Let  D = X — n{B,), and let

H = X — tAbA.  In other words,  D is the set of x £ X such that G(x) is a

will for ß,  while  H is the set of x's  such that  G(x) is a win for  a.   We

claim that  D, H  are disjoint coanalytic sets which are not Borel separable.

From (i) it follows that  D  and  H ate coanalytic.   (ii) implies that  D O

H = 0 .   Next we note that  D, H ate nonempty.   To see this, let x be the

singleton set whose only member is the ordered pair (1, 2).   Plainly,   G(x)

is a win for  ß,  so that x £ D.   A similar argument shows that  H ^ 0 .

Now assume by way of contradiction that there is a Borel set  E Ç X

such that D Ç E and  E  D H = 0 .   Plainly,  E and X — E ate both nonempty.

Let  W = \x £ X : x '   e E¡.    By  (iii)(c),   W  is Borel.    We now assert that

both W and X — W are nonempty.   To see, for instance, that  W £ 0, choose

xQ e X and a nonempty analytic set  C Ç X such that xQ codes  (C, X) and

x    i C (we can do this; for, if not, then for each z e X, z codes {\z\, X),

so that there are no codes left for the other pairs).   Since xQ £ X — C,  it

follows from (iii)(b) that   G(xq) is a win for ß,  so   x'Q £ D    and hence,  xQ

£ W.   One shows X — W £ 0 similarly.

Consequently, from (iii)(d), there is  x* £ X such that x* codes  (W, X -

W).   We now have:

x*'e E —» x* £ W —» G(x*') is a win for  a—» x*' £ H —» x* V E; and also,
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x*' ¿ e -*x* eX-W-* G{x*') is a win for ß-+ x*' £ D ^ x*' e E,

so that x*' £ E *-* x*' 4 E,  which yields the desired contradiction.

4.   Finally, by using an argument due to Novikov [A, p. 25], one can de-

duce from the fact that D  and H  ate not Borel separable that the set  B = Bj

U B2 does not admit a Borel uniformization.   Indeed, suppose that 5 is a

Borel uniformization of B.   Let T=7AS — B^).    Since u is continuous and

one-one on S, T is Borel [2, p. 487].   Now verify that D CT and T C\H = 0,

which contradicts the fact that D  and H ate not Borel separable.
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